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This	 presentation sets	 forth a method for computing the
	
three-dimensional transonic flow around the blades of a compressor or 	
t
of a propeller.	 The method is based on the use of the velocity
	potential, on the hypothesis that the flow is inviscid, irrotational 	 f
and isentropic.	 r
	 a
	The equation of the potential is solved in a transformed space 	 {
	
such that the surface of the blade is mapped into a plane where the 	 y
x
periodicity is implicit.	 This equation is in a non.conservative form
a
and is solved with the help of a finite difference method using
artificial viscosity and artificial time.:
f
A computer code is provided and some sample results are given in
	
order to demonstrate the influence of three-dimensional effects and the 	 A
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I. INTRODUCTION
	Many scientists and engineers continue to study the ways and means
	 '+
of making better use of the energy resources at our disposal, even'
S,
though the energy crisis is perhaps no longer considered so severe.
	 ?^
	
.	 'lbrbines and compressors, which both create and consume energy, have in
	
w	
krecent years been the subject of many theoretical and experimental
studies aimed at improving their design and: efficiency. Although some
	
f	 major imp rove meats have been introduced lately, the study of the
i
transonic flow across a single stage of a turbine, or of a compressor,
	
x	 still remains highly complex. For this reason most of the theoretical`
f.
work done so far has focused on the two-dimensional cascade problem
(13-171 or on the mean flow problem [22].
1
Let us first discuss the physical background. A basic compressor
M
consists of a succession of motors and stators.
	 These rotors and
stators are situated on the hub and surrounded, by the cowling; they are
composed of a certain number of blades distributed around the hub, the
	 }
	
T	 shape of the blades depending on 'their use. If the hub is cut along a






these blades is obtained. A propeller is a compressor without cowling. 	 1
The present study deals with the problem of transonic flow around
compressor or propeller blades. From the mathematical point of view,
this leads us to a system of partial differential equations of mixed
type, in which the unknowns are
	 the geometric and physical
characteristics of the compressor. For a three-dimensional analysis
these equations are too complex to be integrated without 	 some
simplifications.
	 First of all,, we suppose that the fluid we are
concerned with is a polytropic and ronviscous gas and that a velocity
b
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potential exists. This necessitates a further hypothesis, namely, that
the variation of the entropy is small so that the entropy itself
remains essentially constant. Thus our system of partial differential
equations beconies equivalent to a single equation, the potential
equation, in both the steady and the time-dependent cases.
The potential equation has already been solved numerically in the
three-dimensional case for oblique and swept-wings (2,14,151. Rowever,
because of the periodicity of the compressor problem, the square-root
transformation used in those works is not practical here. We therefore
propose a new transformation, which maps the surface of the blade into
a plane and includes periodicity implicitly.
I
The scheme we use is similar	 to	 the	 one	 used	 by	 Jameson	 and
Caughey	 (151 in the development of the swept-wing code known as FL022.
We solve the finite-difference approximation to the potential 	 equation
by raw relaxation.	 A typical run consists of 50 iterations on . a 48X6x4
grid,	 followed by 100 iterations on a 96xlb(8 refined grid.	 Ihis takes
15	 minutes	 on the CDC 6600 and 3 minutes on the STAR. 	 1he simplicity
of bur grid generation, together with the other hypotheses given above,
limits	 our	 choice	 of	 blade	 geometries.	 Nevertheless, this method
enables us to study how the speed of rotation influences 	 the	 relative
flow	 around	 the	 blades,	 and	 we have compared our three-dimensional
results with data for two-dimensional cascades.
In Section 2 we shall derive the equations of motion	 in	 physical
space	 and,	 in	 Section	 3,	 we shall consider the potential equation
which is obtained after several changes 	 of	 variable.	 The	 numerical
scheme	 is	 presented	 in Section 4. The numerical results obtained are
shown in Section 5 together with some Calcomp plots, 	 while	 Section	 A
-3-
provides a manual on the use of our computer code. Sections 7 and A
contain a bibliography and a listing of the code.
This study has been supported by NASA under Grant No.
NGR-33-016-201 and by the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract
a DR-AC-02-76ER03077 and I take this opportunity of expressing my sincere
gratitude to Prof. P. Garabedian for his invaluable advice and to Dr.
F. Bauer for her constant encouragement. I am also indebted to my
entire family for their moral support.
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II.	 THE PARTIAL ntFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION
This	 section	 sets	 forth	 the	 various	 equations	 used	 in	 our
computational method and in the resulting code.
The	 general
	
equations	 of fluid dynamics for an inviscid gas are
well known (6J.	 These are:
(a) the equation of conservation of mass,
( 1 )	 Pt + PuX + pvy + pwz + P xu + p yv + Pzw	 0, i.
where p	 is the	 density,	 (u,v,w)	 are	 the	 velocity	 components,	 and
i
(x,y,a) are the coordinates in physical space;
(b) the equations of conservation of momentum,
P( u t + uux + vuy + wuz ) + P x 	0
(2)
	 P(vt + uV	 + vvy + wv z ) + Py 	0 l
p (wt + uwx + vwy + wwT ) + P Z	 0
' R
' where P is the pressure; and
(c) the equation of conservation of energy,
`s
(3)	 Ls 	 0dt 
{ where S is the entropy. 	 It will he recalled that
44
d
	 a +u a+v 
a 
+w a




is	 the material time derivative.	 We are neglecting here such external I
tt
actions as gravity.






constant throughout the fluid; the last equation will therefore not be
used.	 Hut then, in order to represent weak shock waves which occur in
transonic flows, we have to replace the Rankine Hugoniot	 shock	 ;I
conditions.	 This is done by permitting a jump in the horizontal
component of momentum and by adding artificial viscosity terms to the
partial differential equations. The approximation is adequate for Mach
numbers close to 1.
Let us suppose now that the fluid is a polytropic gas. Therein:
t
P
(4) P . A(S)pY	 F
E









is -the adiabatic exponent of the gas, i.e. the ratio of the specific
heats at constant pressure and at constant volume.
tf c is the local speed', of sound in the gas, we have
(5) c2
so that equations (2) become
P (u t + u uX + vuy + wud + c2P x - 0
(6) P (vt + uvX + vvy + wvz) + c 2 , y = 0 ,	 a
2P(wt+uwX +vwy +wwz + c P z - 0.
o
MY.
Suppose now that the f.lot
of time, so that
(7)	 ap = 0	 a uar
teady, i.e. that the flow is independent	 a,




P (u + vy + WZ - p2 (u 2ux+ uv^l + uwux	 z
E	 c




or, if we assume the existence of a velocity potential, 	 and if we
divide by p /c2,
f ,	 Y
(9) c2(^xx+ ^yy+ ^zz ) - (u2^xx+ v2 YY+ w2 zz
+ 2u v^ xy + 2vw4y z+ 2w uo zx)	 0	 A, jx
with u = O x , v ^ y , w = o z . This is the potential equation. 	 tt is 	 3j
hyperbolic for supersonic flow,
^A
U2 + v2 + W2 > c2
_r
and elliptic for subsonic flow,
u 2 + v2 + w2 E c2	 3E
Equations (4) and (5) show us that
^j
ORIGINAL
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1 dc2=dp
=T '  
—C2 p '
UsLM the velocity potential, equations (6) become
2







2 ( x + 0 y +Viz) + y 1^Y Q
2











throughout	 the	 fluid.	 This is the Bernoulli equation, which enables
j
us, knowing the velocity potential, to compute the speed of sound. 3
Suppose next that the flow is no longer steady with respect to the E
Lnit.ial	 frame	 of	 reference, but that, if we consider a frame turning,
around the x-axis with a constant speed of rotation,	 w, the	 flow	 is
again independent of time.	 Then, instead of (7), we have
ap ap 	 ap
	
au	 au	 au
at	 ay	 aZ	 at	 ay	 aZ
t
avav	 av	 aw	 aw	 aw!0 -WZT—+ W y--, --- — W Z—+ W ya
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By	 introducing the cylindrical coordinates (x,Q,R),	 the equations (13)
become
apa p au	 au	 av av	 aw	 aaww
a t	 " ^' 38
_
att	 - w ae ' a c
_
ae	 '	 a t	 ae
'These new equations show us that the flow dependence 	 on	 t	 and	 8	 is ti
characterized by a dependence on (8 - rat) a-Lone. 3i


















uo . u ,	 vo + v -wz ,	 wo	 w+w y .
If we again assume the existence of a velocity potential, it	 must	 now
satisfy the equation, {
(16)	 c2(4 xx"Yy"zz)- (u 2	 v2	 + w	 zz+ 2uovo x^,+ 2vowo^yz+ 2`"'OuQozx)	 0
This	 equation	 is	 similar	 to	 equation	 (9);	 it	 is	 a second-order !











0 +W 2 <c 2 , d
We stilt have the relation (,10)_ for the speed of sound,
	 so	 that,
using	 the	 velocity	 potential	 and	 with the help of (13), we obtain,
instead of (6),
2(17)	
-0X40 y+^ z) - w zo y+ w yo z +	 .)x
and this gives us the new Bernoulli equation,
1.
^. W 2(lA)	
2	 X+0y+oi) - W4 y + wY^ Z + Y-1 s Constant i
%--Iong each line parallel to the x-axis.




these	 equations,	 by	 a







We have obtained the equations to be solved, but we have still to
Impose the geometrical constraints due to the slip condition on the
surface of the compressor blade and to the periodicity condition. In
this section, we shall describe the geometrical space in which the
equations wilt be solved. 	 We shalt therefore list all the mappings
which are performed to transform the physical space onto 	 the
compotat ,ional space.
For the purpose of the periodicity condition, we begin by
introducing the angle a of the cylindrical coordinates (x,6 ,R) with
respect to the x-axis. To accomplish this we use a conformal mapping
(19) (X,y,z) + (xp,e,7,p)
defined by
(z+iy) = exp(Z O+ie ), x - x0




	 0	 P	 Q
n -Q P
with elements defined by
P a Cogs 6	 Q	
sign 9 0 R- exp(Z O ) .




J l	 0 z -Y
0 y z
if ( 
i j , k) is the orthonormal basis for physical space, then the basis
I+	
+
vectors connected with the nev; coordinates are L, u, and v, where
(21)
	
u' zj - yk	 v = yj + zk






slip condition becomes greatly simplified and more accurate
if the boundary surface lies on a 	 coordinate	 plane.	 The	 idea,	 cf.
(14],	 is to transform the surface of the blade onto a plane which will
constitute the lower boundary of a half-space.
Unfortunately, if	 we	 apply	 the	 square-root	 transformation	 of
reference	 [141,	 the	 periodic strip is transformed in such a way that
the periodicity condition is difficult to satisfy. 	 We therefore prefer
a	 transformation	 which	 would map a periodic strip conformally onto a
half-space,	 so that the periodicity condition becomes implicit.
The required transformation can be decomposed into two 	 successive
s.
mappings.	 For	 the	 purpose	 of simplification we consider only plane
sections orthogonal to the 7.0-axis.	 The	 first	 mapping	 transforms	 a
periodic	 strip	 (cf.	 Figure	 1a)	 onto a slit plane (cf.	 Figure lb).
The image of the two lines delimiting the strip is 	 the	 negative	 real
axis.	 We then apply a square-root transformation which maps this plane
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To implement these transformations we draw in each plane section a
rt
singular line (the branch cut) from inside the blade, near the nose,
out to downstream infinity. This is actually a half-line whose origin'j
has the coordinates (xs ,9 s )	 We next perform the mapping
(22)	 (x0,8IZO) + (X I Y . Z) ,
defined by
(x0-xs ) + i(8 -e	 = N-1 l og 1 + 
(X+TY) 2 ) , Z0 = Z
where	 N	 and
	
T	 are two constants.	 N is more precisely the number of i
blades on the compressor. 	 The coordinates xs and e s usually depend	 onY
Z.	 Their	 derivatives	 with	 respect	 to Z will be denoted x	 and AZ
-respectively .
7 The aacobian matrix determined by this transformation is #
a	 -b	 0




whose elements are defined by
F
a . HxX , b = H9 X , e . - axZ - bA Z ,	 f - aA Z + bxZ ,	 H = xX + ex `.
;y












VF Ly 	 ySi,
12 =	 ..e X	 XK	 CA
x 
and the basis vectors related to this transformation are now (.A,R,G),
with
(24) A _ xX i + e xu
	
B = — e Xi + xXu , C xZ i + 8 7u + v
t
	






- aX i+ ay e+ —aZk
p	 is a notation for the gradient. If we denote the final Jacobian matrix
^j
-r
A = J 1	 J2
by
A _ (ai3)
and, if we use














for the derivatives with respect 	 to	 the	 new	 coordinates,	 then	 thei





a 2 jd j '
_	
al dj	 ' rax	 ay	 az
Thus the Laplacian, which is defined by
ii
a2





can be rewritten as
j
(26)	 02	 ai jaikdjdk +	 ai jaikdki	 ki , j , k	 ,j,
-where
	




4k d j a ik
g	 t
r
Let us set t	 i
is
Fi j ) _ F
	 At - A ,	 D.I _ p 2X ,	 D 2 	 v 2 Y	 D3 = D 2Z a
'These notations allow us to simplify the equation (26) to arrive at
(27)	 02	 ^k F^^ k djdk 
+ k 
Dkdk
For the second term of equation ( 25) let us denote the	 components n
F









^ a^ 	 ,ate
ax	
^2	
8y 0 03	 az




	 I BkBedkd; + S CRdg
k ,R	 R
t ^ ^





and where the coefficients CR are defined by
1
^1 (^`'^ )2X	 C2 _ (p^•p )2 y,	 C3 _	 (0^•D ) 2 7.
After these necessary but
	
somewhat	 tedious	 transformations	 the





i R^ ) d i d j
	 i-




Ibis	 has the advantageof being relatively tractable,
	
for an equation
which is, really, quite complicated. 	 In the	 time-dependent	 case,	 we
need	 onlyj to	 replace	 the	 0 j 's	 by	 the	 components of the relative
velocity in the calculation
	 of	 the	 coefficients	 of	 equation	 (29).
Moreover, if	 a reduced potential is defined as the difference between
I






inlet speed, we can use it to compute the derivatives didjo and dio in
equation (29) without changing that equation.
We next describe the grid used in our computational method It is
obtained with the help of a system of sheared coordinates. These are
defined by considering coordinates parallel to the transformed surface
of the blade. If
Y - SMZ)
is the equation of this surface, the transformation in question is
defined by setting
t_ X , J	 Y	 S(X, Z) ,	 K	 Z. i{
The Jacobian matrix is
1	 -SX 	0
(30)	 J3 =	 0	 !	 0
0 -Sz
	 1
and the related basis vectors are
( 31 )	 I	 A + S B,	 J	 B	 K C+S Z R .
:r
a.	 x
In order to carry out the computations on a finite domain, these
last coordinates are stretched so that the final domain of computation
becomes a cube the edges of which have length 1. After these
transformations equation (29) remains of the same general_ type, but its
a
coefficients have to be changed slightly._ Complete details are




E It	 remains to define the boundary conditions at the	 huh,	 at	 the
' c:owlLng,	 and on the blade surface. 	 We impose a slip condition For the
YP
flow on these bou n da ries;	 this leads	 to	 a	 Neumann	 problem	 for	 the




We shall express this condition in our system of coordinates.
` The huh and the cowling are defined by equations of the, form a
r
Z	 Constant.
At any boundary points the two tangential vectors are i and u, and v
i x u is a normal vector.	 The boundary condition at the hub and at the 
i
cowling ma y thus he expressed by the equation t
'
(32)	 az	 y^ 2 + Z1







The two tangent vectors I and K lead to the normal vector I x	 K -whose
=+
ref
+ ♦ 	 r
coordinates in the basis (i,u,v) are {1'
Sxe - f t S?C& = R2(6 X + S OX)	 s s SXeX-XX + Y s	 H	 •
Hence the boundary condition on the blade surface is given by
A i





+ 8	 +Y	 a^ 1 + ($z + YM2 + (YZ-OM3	 ^?8x	 a8	 aZo	 o
In	 equations (32) and (33)0 414243) must be the derivatives of
the true potential, i.e.	 the components	 of	 the velocity.	 For	 the
time-dependent	 case,	 they	 are replaced,	 in equation	 (33), by the
components of the relative velocity.
In the code the	 values	 of 4 1 4 2 4 3)	 are computed	 only	 when




'These derivatives are related to the components of the velocity through
the relation n
01	 U
(34) 2	 A	 Y
;f
3	 W
The boundary conditions (32) and (33) become




(36) (aaa + 6b + Ye)U + (-ab + 6a + Yf)V + yW	 0
In three dimensional space an appropriate vortex sheet 	 behind	 a
blade	 must be considered.	 the shape of the vortex sheet is modeled by
our code in the,follow0g way.	 In each plane crass-section, the	 upper
x
and lower surfaces of the blade are extended behind the trailing edge
-21-
by two lines parallel to a branch cut (Cf. Figures 1,4,7). These two
lines represent the vortex sheet in that section, and if the blade is
closed they are identical. For two points situated on opposite sides
of the vortex sheet the pressures are the same, and the normal
velocities are zero; only the tangential components of the velocity may
be different. Since a shape is assumed for the vortex sheet, we
require only continuity of the normal component of the velocity across
the sheet. Computationally this reduces to a condition like
(37)	 fyy-0
after a ,jump in ^ is removed. Moreover, the jump of the potential ¢
across the vortex sheet is supposed to be constant in each plane
section. The Kutta-Joukowsky condition at the trailing edge determines















IV.	 FINITE DEFFERENCH SCHEME
i
The success of codes for the design and analysis of	 suparer.itical
s
wings	 (1, 2, 3,151	 shows how effective the computational fluid dynamics
has become for transonic flow. 	 The first step in this development 	 was
the design of shockless airfoils by the hodograph method (z). 	 Then the l
introduction of a retarded difference scheme	 (201 allowed the	 analysis al
of	 flow at off-design conditions.	 This scheme ,incorporated artificial
F viscosity	 n order to c apture shocks in the supersonic 	 zone.	 It	 wasy	 p	 p
'• then	 improved	 to	 permit the analysis of three -dimensional wings	 (14)
and their	 design	 ( 1 11 .	 In	 our	 computational	 method	 we	 use	 the
last-mentioned scheme, and this section explains how it is incorporated
into our computer code.
x.
All the equations we have described in the 	 previous	 section	 are i
^i
represented	 in	 the computer code by finite difference approximations. #^
r
'the flow conditions at each grid point are determined with the help 	 ofE.
the	 reduced	 potential	 G. The first derivatives of this potential are
calculated by using central differences.	 With these values we	 compute
the	 approximate	 velocity.	 This allows us to determine, with the help
x.
of 9ernoullt ' s equation ( 12), whether, at	 the	 point	 considered,	 the
^,^rw flow is subsonic or supersonic.
If	 the	 flow	 is	 subsonic	 the	 second	 derivatives used for the
{ computation of the potential 	 equation	 residual	 are	 approximated	 by
:.. central differences of the form
ci+l,j,k	 xi,j,k + Gi-I.j,k(38)	 G XX	 (a X) 2
I
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For	 supersonic	 points,	 on	 the other hand, we have to Litroduce
«	 artificial	 viscosity	 in	 order	 to	 capture	 weak	 shocks.	 This	 is
accomplished	 by	 using	 .a	 retarded	 difference	 scheme	 (15).	 Thus we
separate the equation (29)	 into two groups of terms:
yA




where y is the speed and s a coordinate in	 the	 flow	 direction.	 The
first term represents the second derivative:	 in the	 flow direction;	 the





in	 this	 p re-4sion	 are	 computed by usingsecond	 ex	 g;
equations (38) and	 (39).	 gut for the second derivatLves of	 the	 first





G	 _ r irl,k	 W' i- 1 ,j, k + ri_-2,j,k
i ndi
Gi,j,k - Gi,.j-1,k - r i'1, j , k + f' i-1, j-1,k )(42)	 XY AX AY






and in the Y direction. Equations (41) and (42) are only first-order
accurate and introduce the truncation errors
A XGXXY + A Y GXYY
A XGXXX + _ —.	 .
For the potential equation (40), at .supersonic points, these terms
represent a positive artificial viscosity which, when the flow is
aligned with the X direction, reduces to
(q 2 - c2 ) A X OXXX
as in the scheme of Murman and Cole [201.
Equations (38) to (42) are used at each iteration of a run. To
,.	 describe the iteration process, which is done by row relaxation, it is
	 1
e
helpful to introduce an artificial time t, which increases by the
quantity At at each iteration. The right-hand sides of equations (38),
s
(39) and (41) become
GO
	2(1 /w) G O
	(2/w) ON 	+ GN_i+l,^,k




0	 0	 N	 N	 1
r`	 Gi+l, j+l,k-Gi-l,j+l,k -G i+l, f-1,k+ Gi-1, j-1,k
X AY
2Gi
ojp k Gi, j, k- 2Gi- l ,J, k+ Gi0-2,j,k
(A X)2
where the superscripts N and 0 denote new or old values of the
l
f t W;
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potent la t. M;nd where w Ls the overrelaxation factor. These expressions
represent approximations to
GXX - At(GVt + dX (W 1)Gt ), GXY - 2 AXGyt , GXY + 2 AX GXt
r
'fence the equation solved is
(43)	 (c2Fij- B i Bi)GXi X i +	 ( c 2p i_ Ci ) GXi+ a iG Xit I + 6G t = 0
i r3
where the coefficients a i and 6 are	 determined by	 the new
approximations (38), (39) and (41).
gy considering an orthonormal system of coordinates (p,r,$), where
the flow direction is still the s direction, we arrive at the equation






















2_ 2	 2	 2	 1	 2	 3	
-	 I(45) (c q )G s + q Grr + q GPP ( 2 2 + 2 + ^)Gtt_+ d^^t	0,
	
c -q	 q	 q"
In order to ensure the convergence of the iteration scheme to a
_solution of the steady-state equation, we want equation (45) tobe a
-26-
damped three -dimensional wave equation. Given the form of equation
(45) this is equivalent to the condition
(46) ( 81 + 6 2 + S3) (c2 -q 2 ) > 0




At subsonic points the damping condition is always satisfied. At
t
supersonic points it may no longer be true. 	 The	 choice	 of
approximations (41) and (42) help to ensure a large coefficient S1
but near the sonic line this may not be enough. One way to ensure that




B OX Gst s B 0X (^ 1^xt+ ` 2^yt + ¢ 3Gz t ) = B O (B 1 G Xt+ B 2^Yt+ B3GZt)
x
is
to equation (43), where B is a positive parameter large enough to
-increase 9 by the right quantity.1	 ^
The mixed derivatives used above, GXt	 GYt GZt are obtained by
using approximations of the type	 I.
x
GN	 G0	 GN	 + GOi
.3, k	i,j,k	 i- ,J,k	 i-1,J,k
GXt	 At AX w
r
i
We have described the difference scheme for interior points. 	 For	 F{
the boundary conditions at the hub and cowling, we transform equation F
(35) into a difference equation in order to compute the value of the t
reduced potential at these boundaries. For the blade surface and the
P
-27-
vortex sheet we introduce ghost points behind the boundary. These
points are used to compute the value of the potential at points on the
blade as if they were interior points. The values of the potential at
the ghost points behind t}le blade are determined by using equation
(36), i.e. the slip condition. For the points behind the vortex sheet
the potential is determined by the Kutta-Joukawski condition. To
~ compute the value of G at the remaining boundary points we use an
approximation to the outlet velocity.	 ~
	
3
The program permits not only compressor blades but also propellers
t	 ,
to be modeled. Since propellers have no cowling, the inlet speed is	 r
equal to the outlet speed. Thus, for a propeller run, all the boundary
conditions except those at the hub, on the blade and on the vortex
r
sheet are replaced by
G = 0 .
t
With program FLO22 as the starting-point, we have used the result





En the preceding sections we described our computational method.
In order to stew how this method works, we present in this section
seven examples of runs made with the program CSCDF22.
The first case was run to test the validity of our code.	 A
compressor blade had been designed with code K (3). Figure 2 shows the
result of this run. We used the coordinates of this two-dimensional
blade profile to create a three-dimensional blade. The profiles were
identical at each span station. Since we chose to run the program for
a cascade configuration and in the compressor case, we were solving a
two-dimensional cascade problem. The inlet speed and the inlet angle
were the same as in the design run, but the blade was markedly cambered
and we chose a gap-to-chord ratio of 1.5. 	 Figures 3 and 4 show a
representation of the cascade and the grid at the hub which is the same
at each span station. The pressure distribution is given in Figure 5.
The other six examples are all run with the same blade. The
profile is defined at three different span. stations. The_brsic profile
is the NACA-0012 profile. At each span .station the chord and thickness
are the same but. for the realistic axial flow confi guration. the
coordinates of the singularpoints are different. 	 The blade has 'a
sweep angle of 14 degrees and. the dihedral angle decreases from 0.




equal to 0. degrees at the hub, 2. degrees at the cowling, and 1.
degree in between. For the axial flow configuration the distance 	 a
q
r
between the hub and the axis is 2. This is also the distance between
the hub and the cowling (or the tip).
The first example with this blade is a run for a compressor
-29—
cascade configuration which appears In Figure 6.
	
Figures 7 and 8 show a
representation	 of	 the	 grid	 and	 the	 pressure	 distributton.	 The
different flow parameters are shown in Figure 8. 	 M1	 Is the	 tniet	 Niach
number.	 V is the outline "lach nomber. 	 DEV is the difference between
the outlet angle and the Inlet angle given by ALP.
The four next runs are also analyses of compressor flow, 	 but	 now
In	 An	 avial	 flow configuration and with eight blades around the hub.
Fo r each run the parameter QM determining the 	 speed
	
of	 rotation	 has
different	 values.	 These	 values are 0.0, 0.5,	 1.0 and 2.0.	 The other
flow parameters are identical. 	 Figures 9 and 10 represent the -rid 	 at
the	 hab	 and	 cowling.	 It	 will
	
be	 noticed how different they ate,
althQugh the profile is almost the same at the hUb and cowling; but the
9 ap—to—chord	 ratio	 is twice as large at the cowling. 	 Figuie .11 shows
how the blade looks in a plane orthogonal to the axi-3. 	 The	 different
pressure	 distributions	 obtained	 for each run are given in Figure 12,
13,	 14 and 15.	 These figures	 clearly illustrate how the	 flow	 evolves
as	 the	 speed	 of	 rotation
	
increases: the shock on the tipper surface
weakens and then disappears while, on the other hand, a 	 shock	 appears
on the ILver surface and intensifies.
The	 last	 example	 is	 similar	 to the fifth, except that it is a
propeller analysis.	 Figure 16,	 17, and .18 show	 t lie	 geometry	 of	 the
case,	 and	 the	 pressure	 distribution	 is	 given	 in	 Figure	 19.	 by
corparing Figures 14 and 19, ue observe that, for example 5, 	 the	 shock
appearing	 at	 the cowlin	 which is caused by the speed-of rotation, is
.9
amplified significantly by the cowling.
These numerical experiments show that our computational method, in







three-dimensional transonic. flow around compressor blades. 	 This is	 a
ftrst
	 step	 towards the	 study	 of compressors or propellers in three
r dimensions.	 Considering what happened in the study of	 transonic flowj
past swept wings, we venture to suggest that the next steps could be to
improve this method in order to include the	 computation	 of	 the wave R	 t
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Vl. HOW TO USE THE CODE
This section is intended to serve as a guide for users of our
computer code.
	
We explain the different code options and give a
listing of the input parameters.
Our computer code includes two options which permit the solution
of either the compressor problem or the propeller problem, and it
treats them either in a realistic axial flow configuration or in a
three-dimensional cascade representation. In the first option there is
a choice of two boundary conditions. In the propeller case the reduced
velocity potential is set to zero at infinity; in the compressor case
the boundary condition is given by a Neumann condition at the cowling.
the first option determines the first mapping to be performed. For the
axial flow configuration the whole space is mapped into a part of the
space consisting of as many periodic strips as there are blades around
the hub. For the cascade configuration this first mapping is not
required, since the computation starts directly from a periodic strip.
In both cases the periodic strip is mapped conformally into a
quadrilateral.	 For the compressor case the blade shape and the vortex
sheet define the bottom of the quadrilateral; the hub and the cowling
determine the sides; and the upper edge is defined by the flow at
infinity. For the propeller case the side previously determined by the
cowling is defined by the flow at infinity.
The shape of the blade is defined by giving the coordinates at
different span sections from the hub to the cowling. As many as six
^x	 sections can be defined by giving the Cartesian coordinates at each
section with z constant.
	
If two sections are similar, only the







We shall now describe the input data cards and explain the
parameters Which occur in the input. A l the data cards are read in
format (8F10.6). A title card is inserted before each data card or
each series of data cards.
Title Card 1s
NX, NY, NZ, FPLOT, XSCAL, PSCA-L, GRIDX, GRIDY.
NX, NY, NZ	 are the number of mesh cells in each direction of the
transformed space;. Thus NZ is the number of mesh cells
in the radial direction, NX the number of mesh cells
along the blade and the vortex sheet, and NY the number
of mesh cells in the
	
third direction of the
computational grid. If NX - 0,, the program stops. The
dimensions in the code are NX+1, NY+2, NZ+3.
FPLOT	 is the parameter controlling the generation of plots.
IF MOT - 0, a printer plot but no Calcomp plot is
obtained at each span station. If MOT - 1, both a
printer plot and a Calcomp plot are generated; and if
FPLOT 2, only a Calcomp plot is generated.
XSCAL,, PSCAL determine the scales of the Calcomp plot. The pressure
scale is set to PSCAL per inch in each section plot.
PSCAL	 0 is equivalent to PSCAL 0.5. If PSCAL is
positive, each section is scaled so that the span is 5.
If PSCAL is negative, each section is scaled
proportionately to the local chord and the maximum chord
is XSCAL/2.
GRIM, GRIDY control the grid generation. The grid depends largely










parameters must be chosen carefully so as to obtain an
acceptable grid. GRIDX has to be greater than -1 and
GRIDY is positive. In most of the cases we can use
GRIM - 0 and GRIDY - 1. Decreasing GRIDX gives more
points near the nose and less at the trailing edge.
Increasing GRIDX gives fewer points near the nose and
more at the trailing edge. Increasing GRIDY increases
the number of points near the blade and the vortex
sheet.
Title Card 2:
KIT, COV, P1, P2, P3, BETA, FHALF, FCONT.
MIT	 is the maximum number of iterations computed.
COV	 is the desired accuracy. If the maximum correction. is
less than COV, the program goes to the next grid or
terminates. The same will happen if the maximum
correction is greater than 10.
P1,P2	 are the relaxation parameters for the subsonic and the
supersonic points respectively P1 is between 1. and 2.,
P2 is less than or equal to 1.
P3	 is used for the boundary values. P3 is usually set to
	
v	 1, but a smaller value improves the convergence for very
cambered blades.
BETA	 is the damping Parameter controlling the amount of added
	
s t' It is normally set between 0. and 0.5. 	
j
FHALF	 indicates whether the mesh is to be refined. For FHALF
0 the program stops after convergence or after the
_b
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prescribed number 'of	 iterations	 have	 been	 completed.
For FHALF = 1 the mesh will be refined and another input
a
card must be read for	 the	 parameters	 of	 the	 refined
k	 4
mesh.	 The	 mesh	 can	 be	 refined	 only	 twice and the
maximum grid is 128K 24x 14.
FCONT indicates haw the computation starts.	 After	 each	 run
the velocity potential is stored on tape 8. If FCONT - 0
the	 program	 begins	 by	 initializing	 the	 velocity P
Tpotential.	 If FOONT . 1, we have a continuation run and
the data stored on tape 8 from a previous run is used as
input and is read in on tape 7.
Title Card 3
FMACH, OM, AL,- PA, ZONE, DC.
MACH is the inlet Mach number. ^ I
f
OM is	 the	 speed	 of	 rotation.	 This	 means	 that	 the
compressor is turning at the speed of OM revolutions per
60	 units of time.	 The unit of time depends on the flow
conditions.	 The unit of length is	 the	 length	 of	 the
j blade	 divided	 by	 CHORD	 and	 the unit of speed is the
t
inlet speed.
AL is the inlet angle.
PA determines whether an 	 axial	 flow	 configuration	 or	 a F
cascade is to be studied.	 PA = 0 for a cascade.	 PA _ 1
for an axial flow configuration.
ZONE is the distance between the axis and the 	 hub.	 In	 the
cascade case it is set equal to 1.}
P
^	




is the gap-to-chord ratio for the cascade ca ge. For an




ZSYM, NC, SWEEPI, SWEEP2, SWEEP, DIHEDI, DIHED2, DINED
ZSYM	 indicates whether we have a compressor problem or a
propeller problem. ZSYM - 0 for the compressor case and
ZSYM - 1 for the propeller case. Thus, if ZSYM - 1,
there is no cowling, the outlet speed is the same as the
inlet speed and the radial direction is stretched to
inf inty.
NC	 is the number of span stations at which the blade
section is defined. The blade section is interpolated
linearly between two span stations.	 If NC < 3 the
geometry is given by the last case studied and the
program will run for this ZSYM and for the parameters
given by data cara4i 1 through 3 without the need to read
any more cards.
SWEEPI,SWEEP2,SWEEP are the angles of sweep of the singular line at the
hub, at the cowling (or the tip) and at the far field
respectively. For a compressor blade SWEEP is not used.
DIHEDI DIHED2 DINED are the dihedral angles of the singular line, at
the hub, at the cowling (or the tip) and at the far





Z, XLE, YLE, CHORD, THICK, ALPHA, FSEC
Z is the location of the span section.
XLE,YLE are the coordinates of the leading edge.
wi
CHORD is the chord of this section, used to scale the profile.
THICK multiplies	 each y coordinate; thus the thickness of the
t ^
section is multiplied by THICK.
ALPHA is the angle of	 twist	 through	 which	 the	 section	 is
rotated.	 Changing the value of ALPHA by the same amount
e at each span station introduces a stagger angle.
FSEC indicates whether section coordinates are to be read 	 in
from data cards.	 FSEC - 0 means no further cards are to iJ
s
be	 read	 for	 this	 section,	 FSEC	 -	 1	 mean	 the





YSYM', NU, NL i' 4s
YSYM indicates whether the profile is symmetric or not. 	 YSYM
{
1 for a symmetric profile and YSYM - 0 otherwise. 	 For
YSYM	 1 only the coordinates of the upper	 surface	 are
read.
NU,NL are the number, of points onthe upper and lower surfaces
_ 9
respectively.
'	 Title Card 7: ^
1
l









; he	 upper	 and	 lower	 surfaces	 if the d
profile is open.
SLOPT	 is the slope of the mean camber
	




	 is used not only for the profile but also
to determine the vortex sheet behind	 the	 profile.
	 If f
SLOPT is too big and the gap-to-chord ratio is small the
k
program may abort. r
ia
XSING,YSING	 are the coordinates of the
	 singular	 point	 inside	 the
profile	 about
	
which	 the	 profile	 is unwrapped.	 This
point must be chosen in 	 such	 a	 way	 that	 the	 mapped
coordinates	 are
	
as	 smooth	 as	 possible	 without	 a 4
pronounced bump near the nose.	 If such a	 bump	 occurs,
we	 first	 move	 the bump nearer the nose by positioning
the singular point closer to the upper or lower surface.
Then	 the "bump is smoothed by placing the singular point
s
p
at the right distance 	 from	 the	 nose.	 Moreover,	 they y
singular	 point	 must	 be redefined not only for any new
.	 x
a
profile but also for any new 	 configuration,	 since	 the ?'




R X,Y	 are the coordinates of the upper surface. There are NU
cards and the coordinates are read from the leading edge 	 1





Title Card 9: t1
X, Y
•	 ri
X,Y are	 the coordinates of the lower surface. 	 There are NL
cards and the	 coordinates	 are	 read	 again	 from
	 the
P leading edge to the trailing edge. 	 The first data card
>repeats the first data card for the upper surface	 which ^^
. defines the coordinates of the leading edge.




The program provides	 both	 graphical	 and	 printed	 output.	 The
Calcomp plots were shown in the previous section.
In	 the	 printed	 output	 we	 can	 read	 the	 listing	 of	 all the
f
coordinates given in the input. 	 Then the	 mapped	 surface	 coordinates;
are	 printed	 for	 the	 hub	 and	 the tip.	 This allows us to ascertain
whether the coordinates of the singular points are well chosen. 	 After dR
the	 iteration	 history,	 with	 the	 maximum	 correction	 and	 the mean
correction to the velocity potential and with the maximum residual 	 and
the	 mean	 residual for the difference equations at each iteration, the #''
program gives us a printed plot of the coefficient of pressure 	 on	 the
surface.	 This is followed by a Mach number chart.	 These last two are M
given for each span station. 	 Finally the characteristics of the 	 blade
are printed u





for the new mesh. If not, the 'program terminates or restarts by
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VI I I.	 LIS TING OF THE CLUE
PRJGkAM CSCDF?2 (INPUT 2 512rJUTPUT n 512, TAPE 5 n IN,N(JT#TAPE6=UI;T PUT ,T4Pk
17=51.Z ► TAPE3s712)
C	 MAIN R.JuTINE WHICH CONT JLS THE COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
C	 G IS T-lC ► EDUCED VELOCITY POTENTIAL
C -IM li (J (12,) ► ?6,17),SG(iZ9r17),EO(17)PIV(124r17),ITE1(17)PITE2(17)
1,AC(12y),A1(129),A2(124)P43(12^)rBO(26),d1(26 )PB2(26 )p63(2o1#Z(17)
2PC1(I7)pl2(17)#.C3(17) ► C4(17),tC5(17)PXC(17)txZ(17)PXZZ(17)PYC(17)rr
3Z(17) ► Y1Z(17) p K5YM,NX,wY,NZ,KTEI,KTE2,IAY M , SCALP SCALZ,XKP OMEGAP4LP
4HA ► CAPSA,FJACHrT,PAPA8LA0E
COMMON ICAL/ PlIP2,P3p8ETA,fR,KM,UG,GMPNS,U1,V1,b1,IPpJK,Kk,Il ► JG,
1 K G
DI M ENSL N XS(l_G:,,6), YS(20vr6)p ZS(6) ► XLE(o), YL. E(4), SLOPT(5)r T
I k A I L ( ^ ) # NP(E-)t F,1(o) ► E2(6), E3(6)i E4(6), E 5 ( 0 ) p XP(200), YN(I^C
2), 01(2D0), C?-(?CG)r C3(20G )r X(129) p Y(12 9), SV(129), SM(1291 .r C 
311241, t.HGRU(11), SCL(17)9 SCD(17), SCM(17), FIT(3), COVU(3), PIL(

















RE'AU (IREAD,420) TITLE .
WRITE (IwRiT,460) TITLE
BEAU (1KEAU,42u) DESC
READ (1KEAU,410) FNX.9 FNYP FNZP FPLOT,XSCAI,PSCALtF,TY
IF (FNX.LT.1.) GG 70 200



















READ	 (IREA0P 410)	 FMACHpOM P ALP PAP ZONEP DC
6RLTE	 (IWPIT#54C)	 FMACHPOMPALPPAPOC
0Cn!(lo—PA)*0C*RAD/360o+PAf0C
XX B, l	 DC
ZONEx1,+PA*(ZONE—l*)
r OME,GAsPA*OM/RAC*6o/ZONE
A L P H A x A L / R A 0




I F	 ( A L PH A s 'I E 9 0 o	 I S YM	 0
CAuCOS(ALPHA)
vA S A * S I N ( A LP HA
I F	 ( FC ONT * LT	 1 )	 GO	 TO 40
READ	 (7)	 NXPNYPNZPNM#Kl#KZPJITPUIPVIPW1








40	 CON T IN UE
CALL	 COORD	 (NXoNYoNZPXTEO.#ZTIPPXMAXPZM4X#KSYMPPAPSY#SCALPSCALZPAXP
1AYP AZP TYP FP AOP Ali, A2P A3PBOP Bli, 82PB3j, ZoClPC2P C3.VC4PC5
CALL	 SINGL	 NC PNZPKTE1 PKTE2PCHORD0s PAP SWEEPi p SWEEP 2P SWEEP PDIHE0lPD
1 1 H E D 2 P 0 1 H E D	 Z S P X L E P Y L E P X C # X Z P X Z Z P Y C P Y Z P Y L Z P Z P E 19 E 2 P E 3 # E 4 P E 5 P I N 0 P 10
2NE
CALL	 SURF	 ( NDo NEPNCPNXPNZP ISYMPKTElPKTE2P SCAL o A0,P Z PZSP XCP YC P ^LG O TP
1TRAlL,oXS.#YSPNPPITElPITE2oIVPSOPXPPYPPDIP02oD3pXoYpli4DPXKPPAoXZPYZP
2A1PClPKSYM)
I F	 (INDoEQoO)	 GO	 TO	 190
























If 	 7C Iaep%4x
0 NI Tt (I p lT 4E0
	
(IV(I ► KIP K
 K1rK2)
7C C21hTIN c
wRI I- (I  ITr43C]
wkITE (iw+ ir,G30)
G) 6v 1=200
04ITL (Iwrtfr440) Av(I) S0(1rK1)PSU(ItKTE2)
PO C'ONT 1`NUt
MIT: (IpRfTr240)
M*:1 Tr (1wF ITr440) XMAX,Ax







w O ITE (IwQ1T,430)
*RITE (IokITr27C)
00 10 0 K =K 1PK2
6 P I T E (IekITJ440)
wPIT+ (lw^ITs440) 1(K)rXC(K)rYC(K)PXZ(K)rYZ(K)PXIZ(K)#YZZ(K)
101 CONTINUE
6 P I T E (IWkITr280)




w R I T E (IkRIT,47C) NXrNYPNZ
CALL SECONO (TIME)
wPITE ( IWPt IT,510) TIhE
w o ITE (16QIT,310)
WRITE (1wPITr44C) FMACHPOMPAL






^.	 Y1 n 5CAL*A0(I1)*S0(I1,K)4	 X (I l )= XC (K)+ALOG (X (I1) **2+Y1**2) / XK /2.
X( LX)=1.+.5*SCAL*(AO(LX)*AC(LX)—SO(LXPK)*SO(LXrK))



























VZ' n V1 +Sq
WRITE (IWRITo490) N I T P OG p I G# J Gi, KGvFRtIRsJRrK'R,GM ► R.4 F1,UL V2PNS
COUNT(NLT) vNIT-I-JIT
RES (NIT)-*FR
IF (NIT.- LT- MIT -AND .ABS( DG) .GT.COV.AND,ABS(DG).LT.lC.) GO TO 130
RATE=O,
IF (NIT * GT.JIT+l) RATE n (ABS(RES(NIT)/RES(JIT+1))1+*l 1./LCJUNT(NIT)
1 —CJ UNT(J1T+1)))
WRITE (IwRIT,330)
W P ITE ( IWRIT.95 0 0) RES ( JIT+1) RES(NIT),000NT(N;IT),*RATE
CALL SECLINJ ( TIME )
WRITE (LWPIT,510) TIME
LX=NX/2+1
DC 150 K n Kl,r MZ












140 WRITE (IWRIT,440) Z(K)PSCL(K),SCD(K)PSCM(K).CHORD(K)
IF (KPLOT.LE.1.) CALL CPLOT (I1sI2pSM#A0tS0(lvK)pFMACH)
CALL SPEED (K)
150 CONTINUE
CALL TOTFOR (KTEI,KTE2,CHORDoSCL ,SCD,SCM,Z ,XC,C5rCLPCDPCMPoCMP,CMY
1,0A>ABLADE)
VLDw0*
LF^ (ABS(CO).GT.1.E-6) VLD n CL /C0
WRITE (IWRIT+430)









V a V*RAt —AL
Go U2#lj2 +V2*V2+61*w1
41 n 1	 F 11ACH** ~C.?
U=SGPf(G/(,:1-.^.2*' C)1)
6 D 1TE (IwPIT,440) FMACHPOM, ALP UpV




LPIUT • F O Lr T*( 1. — FHALF('v^1) )
IF (L a LOT.IT.l) GO TO 160
DC•360./Xk /PAJ *ZCNE/CHOkD0
CALL TH-tcE0 ( IPLO T,SV,SMPCPPX,YPTITLEtDCrALPZC)NEPUPV,CHORDOPX,iCALP
1PSCALI
160 CONTINUE
IF (FriALF(14I.EC.G.) Gal TO 170
Nx a NX+NA





1AYPAZ. TY, FrA'JrA 1,A2 ► A3,80p81o32#83,Z,Cl,C2 ► C3,C4 ► C5)
CALL SINGL (NC,"IZiKT€lsKT€,'PCHORDOiPAiJwEEPlPS'WE€P2#'a6EEPPOIHEJlpCi
IIHEC2.,CIHE f)p1S,XLEpYLE,XCpXZ, XZZ,YC ► YZ,YZZ,Z,EIPE2PE3,E4,t5,IND,ZO
2NE )
CALL SLR 
	 (NOPNEPNC,NX,NZ,ISYMrKTEliKTE2 ► SCAL * AO ,ZPZS,XCPYC* SLOP 'To
1TRAIL, XS,YS,N ? ,ITEI*ITE29IV,SOiXPiYP*D1,D2,D3PXrYoINDPXK, PAP XZ,YZ,
c' 2A1,C1vKSYM







4	 WRITE (6) 1X,NYrN7PNMpKIoK2,NIT.U1PV1pW1
WRITE (6090)
	
r	 DO 180 K *1, M Z
w 9 I.TE (8) ((G( I,J,K),I-IPMX)PJ21,MY1
160 CONTINUE
	










C 210 FORMAT l20HUNrU COMPRESSOR CODE)
220 FORMAT (4r, AOINDICATION 13F 'LOCATION OF BLADE AND VORTEX SHEET,274 1







-66-	 OF POOR QUAL.hV
230 FOkMAT (49HOCH_GRDPISE CELL DISTRIdLTION IN TRANSf3kMEU PLANE,4tH A
1ND	 MAPPED	 SURFACE	 COORDINATES	 AT	 HUB	 AND
	 TI P /15HO	 1<	 old
2F'	 HUB	 PR I)F(LE,15H
	 TIP	 PROFILE	 ) '+
F O RMAT
C	 0250 FORM0 ( 4h HONDFMALCELLOISTRIBUTION^IN 	 TkANSFORMEC
	 PLANE/ l:H^)
1	 Y )
260 FORMAT (ID 140	 SCALE
	 FACTOR,I5H	 POWER	 LAW	 )
270 FOkMAT (45HOS a ANWISE	 CELL	 DISTRIBUTION
	 ANO	 SINGULAR	 LINE/I^HC
1	 1 ,15H	 X	 SING	 ,15H	 Y	 SING	 ,15H	 XZ »
2,15H y 
	 r15 	 XZZ	 ,17H	 Y7Z	 )
280 FORMAT (1513	 TIP	 LOCATIONP 15H 	 POWER	 LAW	 1 r
290 FORMAT (a9HOITERATIVE
	 SOLUTION)
300 FORMAT (15HO	 NX	 ,15H	 NY	 ,15H	 NZ	 1




FOR M AT (10HOITERATIONpl5H	 CORRECTION	 ,4H	 I	 ,4H	 J	 94H	 K	 P15H
1	 PESICUAI r4H	 I	 r4H	 J	 ,4H
	 K	 #10H	 MEAN	 COR.,l0H	 1 EAN	 RES.,10 i
ZH REL FCT	 1,1DH	 XSPEED	 P1CH	 YSPEEG
	 PION	 SONIC	 FTS) E







	 ,i k	 `
15H	 REDUCTA /CYCLE)
340 FORMAT (24H0SECTION CHARACTERISTICS/15HO
	 MACH NO	 ,15H	 om
1EGA •15H	 ANG	 OF	 ATTACK) T
350 FORMAT (/13H. 5,FAN




MACH NO	 1	 ,15H	 OMEG
y
I 	 ► 15  ANG	 OF	 ATTACKP15H	 MACH	 NO 2	 ,15H	 0EV•	 ANGLE
	 1
370 FORMAT (15HO	 CL	 ,15H
	
Cu	 ,15H	 L/O	 )









410 FORMAT (8F 1^J.6 )
420 FORMAT (lUAE) l
430 FORMAT (1H1)
440 FORMAT (F12.5 ► 7F15.5)
45C FORMAT (lXp8E15.5)
460 FORM<T (1H0,13A9)
470 FORMAT ( 180115)

















# MN k`w j Nd i 6 Y :`.Y	 ^ L
i
—67—	 OF PO',^:





j	 C	 GEJ+KETRIC	 DEFINITION	 OF	 6LAUE
DIMENSI1N	 XS(NDrl),




	 XP(1) ♦ 	 YP(l),	 NP(1),	 X(61,
	















r	 WRITE	 (IwRIT,270')	 ZS YM,FNC,SWEEP1,54EE-P2,SWEEP,DIHFDI,DIHE02,DIHi 0
XWZZSY M

























 L V` G(ZT(K1+(1	 —CA l)*PA+(l	 —PA1*ZT(K).
IF (FSEC.EQ.0,) GO TO 80














ORIMNIi.'L G a d Na tr
OF POOR l^L)i>>^ ^'^^a
-6F -
RrAC (1 P tA) ► 22C) TWL,SLI,XbINGpYSING
oo9ITE ( 1 sR lT,3C0_) T 4 L,SLT,xS1NG,YSING
,, Eau (l g EA)*R3G) DESC
WR,1TE (IvPITv310)
Ur 3C i=rvL,w
RFAD (1KEA-),2Z0) XP( I).YP(i)
w P ITE (InRIT,260) XP(I)PYP(!)
30 CON TINUr
LaNL+I

















w ? ITE (I(,PIT,200) ZS(K)



































IF {n.L ,NC) GEr TO 10
XK=XK*((l. - PA) /CHOR00+0A)
IF (PA.,'iE.1.0) GE TO 15J
09 1LU I=1,N













CALL INTPL (1.NC,ZS ► E.l9NC,1,Y,AvS#CrG)



















CALL I N T P L (IINC, ZSoXC#I,NCPZPX , ArB#D,-0)
CALL SPLIF (1rNC,Z, YrA, d , D,1rF1 , 1,F2#1)sO.pIND1
CALL I N T P L (1,NC,Zy,YC,1,NC,Z,Y*ApBrD,-0)











E2 s S2*ZT(NC)/(EC+EO*T2)	 .
^^^	 -.  ^ 
	
.. ^	 y ,.may fra -
-7c-	 ORIGI NAL PACE ttcoo
OF POOR QUALITY
F1 =(F.A*ri- cr) / (EA+E'I*T1)
F2=( P:*T2-E0)l (ECfEi1 #TZ)
CALL	 SPLIT	 11 ►,NC,T,X,A,dru,^,F1r1^E2,Gru.,L^C) ^!
CALL	 INTFI	 I1	 hC	 ZSrXltrl ► tiC,Irx,A	 9rL',C1
CALL
	 SPLIF	 tl,RCr1 ► Y,era,J ► trFlrl ► FZr0.0.r1vC)




Cl	 1EJ	 K=1 ► NC
TSfKI=TS(K) —Zv
160 CONTINuP, •	 K
17 C C 9 N I I N
n CO	 19 ^u	 K = 1 0 N 
0J	 1t0	 1 =1 0 
XS(I,r)=x.(I,K) —xCtK)
Y5 ( 1,K	 YS ( I 	 K ► — YC (K x
1P0 C0NTINLrE







ZTIP = Z	 (NC) i"=
PETLk.,*
C
00 FJ^MAT	 (16llCP :^OFILE	 AT	 1	 =	 ,FIOs5/15HO	 TL	 ANGLE	 ,15"	 T  L
( 1GPE	 ,15H	 X	 SING	 r1 5r	 Y - SI"JG	 1
21C FOk "AF	 (27 y GS=CTION	 OFFINITION	 AT	 Z	 n 	 xF1v,5/15H0	 kLc ,1
' 1H	 Y L E	 ,15H	 CHORD	 ,15HT41CKNESS	 4AT1O,15r. t.L
2 P H A	 )
220 FORMAT	 ( 6 F1U.o )







	 (/5A4HZSYM,12 X3HFNC,10X6H5W	 EP1,4X6HSaLEa2,SX,`.H5wEEP,1^,c5r,.^ ;y
' IIHEDIPvX6HDIHE02,1OX5H)IHED/1Xr8E15.5,)
260 FORMAT	 (/5X5HZS(K),12X2HXL,t,3X2HYL,11X5HCHO1 	 D,1G)(5HThlCKPI	 2itAL,L
12X4HFSEC/1Xx7t15.5) f
k
290 FORMAT	 (/6X4HYSYMPlIX3HFNU,12X3HFNL/1X,4E!5 * 5)	 -
300 FORMAT	 (/6X3HTRL912X3HSLT,1lX5HXSING	 IOX5HYSliiG/1X,4EI50-) 1





6	 ^ •'-	 \	 ^ w. .F "'.	 y	





• 'It' L I UfIJ%L Z.'JR1) (NXtNY, Z,)k TE O, ZTI N , K" At ► L`'A , (SY!I VA,sY•sCAL,S^^
ILZ,A ► ,aYpA p iY, 4 ,AI., Al,Ac,AS. g_C, 1l 1,H2 	3,c,C1,C?,C3,L4oC 1
L	 J TS '0V	 7ChELi AB U	IN.I E C GL; 'a1NATP.
01	 SI,JN ALtI), A1(11, 62 1.1 ► A3t11, a0(I), t-,111	 211	 r?f^),








lr" (^aYh.^J.l.l KMAw :U.n1.5
573.=5	 T(7s.)
1F	 Yt, E 	 I.MAx=1.- 1.INz
SC A L=XTCu!(. J0CI1*XM,Ax*XMAAJ
S C A L 2 x 7 f I /( 1.0001;01*7MAX)
T=?./`)Idl
SY=Suw i (T) /TY






b6X = dX*SORTl3 .*(7.+S73))Il(1.+S73) *XMAX «•31
A4x'=1.-6dX*SO'^T((7.+S73)/12.)*XMAX**3
CKx=(l9.+S73) *X 0AX *XMAk I12.




L() 3i. I=1, MX
0^J= ( I — Lx )* J X
LA= 1 .




















.l l	 + .1	 v 1	 {	 (	 t	 ,—. '+	 S"	 P	 «	 ^`')
	 / V
,e
I	 — {	 4 ♦ 	 c l	 )	 (	 i „ —.	 Ic A	 ....	 X	 ^' cl 	(	 1	 • ^' 1'	 i.	 ^)	 I	 (.	 ♦ N	 )	 (..	 +	 (	 l . —	 :.	 .	 )	 1` 	 y. 'it
t.	 ^I ► :	 Ir: "
?	 t
► "	 t =	1 i	 l.A#(^1^k^41''Aty r•+:l/








r i7= raPZ*( C'Z44-6—* CGI+ I	 JU*uD)-1?• *'.1D**r)*^'i/(G*")
!^
A= 1.—((UU—d*IIAx)/(1.—ZMAX	 ?C=1,*A,
'I C=CA1 +A1 -1.)4'(1 . —A) F
II AX+ 4:isl *( 1)D—B*2 'A (1 /
C I x A	 C	 {(1.+L)
	 A6A2)
!)1=—( a!+ Al	 U-6*ZMarl(3.+,)/(E1.+G	 AX)kt)
C2CK) =J1*U1	 2





5000 jJT14t.	 14 GL (NCrrir^+!'^1,KT62,CAC, R,jj ► a Ar5w	 ► Sti^k'Lr^^r%^.^t
1hF'JI+ )INkt1?r I`+: L,ZS,X LirYLEPXC+Xc p Allj,YC,YL,YGI c ► Car^tr:^ ► k^•w.r
2IN0 Z 	 r)
L	 GENkr, TE	 1NvLLA A L I N	 FJw T Q A N S F QMA TI'I N
DIAE•'sr.,'ti I 
	
XLE(llr YLE(L)0 XC(11 ► X1(11P XZZ(1) ► 	 t'^;(1)•	 rt(
1)r Y	 z  c1 p	 E.3111r f4(1)+ L%(1)
01 1C	 =1 ► ^lC
F4(K)




C7 2C K=n1 ► K2
I 	 ([(K).Lr + Z	 11) KtEi - K+l
I F (Z(',).L_.LS(NC)) KTt2xK
20 CON T1NL,F















CALL SPLI; ( itN CrLS•XL=rci ► E2rE3 ► 1r Sip lo32 ► CrL.pIND)
CALL iNrPL (KTE1rr(TE2rZ ► XC ► .rNCiZSrXLEttlrE2rE3.0)
	
r	 CALL 1^rNL (KrELrKTE2rZ,XZ,irNC,ZS,EIPE2rE3,E4r0)
CALL 1NTPL (KrElpKTE2rZ9xZZJ1rNCPZS•E[ ► E31E4 ► t_5+0)
CALL S P L1F (1,NC,ZS ► YLEr ElPE2,E3 p 1,T1,LrT2t► P'.PINL)
CALL I N T P L (KTEI,KTE2 ► Z,YC,1rNC ► ZS ► YLt,t1,E2rE3•0)
	t	 CALL INTFL (KTEI,KTE2rZ,YZ,1 ► NCvZSpEloE2,F.3•E4,C)












- 74- 	 OF POOR QUALI-0
1 9 (^.,r. K 1) GO Tl' SJ
JU 4C K-'+ ► 1?
iI • (c(K)-II K T 2){/1
E n rXG(-Zl)
1-AC l K T = 21 • S • Z1 +(S2-S1 . 11.- e 1
Y^ IKI.1C(-,T-21+T•7Z+(T2-Tlill. - el
xl.(K	 +( 3*1-S 1 • 01 /9
YZlal-11+11?—TI•e>/ ►T
x77 (K 1•—(1 4 —S)•A/ (3^91
r1LlK)=-112—TI•e/l"a0dl
CJ +1 1 +'_t
,C Cl'i7INLL
Y y.: +1 ►
rC (K2+1)-Y:(K2 - 1)
4-Tui- 4
t +G
SL6 w r'UTI	 SL F (NjtNErNC9'vx,NZrlSYI	 Tt1 , K Tt[,SC A I	 C	 Z	 ,YC,
1SL001 ► TkAILrXj. YS,NP,ITtIpITE2,IV,SO ,xo,YP,J1,D2,D3,xrYrlNJrx'(,•'l► ,
2AZ.YZ,e1,C1, 1, y m )
1 1 !TEN ULAI': 	I t P P E U tll4DL SukFACE 4T 4 E S H PJINTS
t.	 INTEPPJLATI:', 15 LINEtk rOk CYLINUP1CAL :00;D1NATES
CI"EN I j N i^l+Er1) ► XS(N7r110 YSl%0 1)r IS	 y ;il':t`Tlll, Twelllllr
1 xClllr Y 	 )r	 x011), 1(11r Xlll, Y(1) ► x 	 ypll), Dlll)r J[(i)











GO 1C K • 1 r `IZ
ITEI(<)=MX
ITE2(K) -MX












30 92 8 l ixP( clK)1—EX	 1S(K1111/(EXNl1S(<21)-EXi)(1.)(p1)11
i2= u e* Q C+( 1.- el•li(<)-Z.) K 	 2 ► -1y(<I,1
40 Q1.1.-P2
0 • ^ I*Y:,( 10 1,	 ';?*rSll ► <21
Cx•ExPl xK*C 1 *.:C. l AK*1/1 -1.
CC•Sc-'T((C+C)/SCAL)
03 5^ I•^ ► vx
IF IIAC(1)+.5+0x).LT.-CC)	 11•I+1







xe. cxP( xK *x^(19<K))*CCS(XK*YS(1,K K)1 -1.
YA • EXPI XK41S I,<K))*SIN(X K*YS(lvKX))
► 9• E) P(xK*xj(',,KK)) *CCS(XK *YS(N,KK))- ,.
Y9•E KP (9K4 XS IV,KK)) *SIf%(X<.YS(N,KK))
C x • . ^ T ( •A*xA + YA *YA)
Cx•(AA+Cx)/IL'.
V=SG&TICx /:) /CC
00 7C 1 . 1	 K






xi•ExP( xK *KS(I,KK))*CUS(xK*YS(I, KK)) -1.
YI•ExP( KK *KS ( I,KK))*SIN ( XK+YS ( ItKK))
R • SO k T(Xl**2+YI**2 )
IF (4.t,^90.) GJ TO 80
ANGL• ANGL+ATAN2((U*YI-V *KI)#(U*XI+V*Yl))
L •xI















ISGL• AT-Iti1 SL J .)
 
T (KK ) 1
L^ v L	 t t A N	 y °/ x i)
AN(iL l • AN+%jL — . 5 • ( AK	 L 1 —T. A I L (KK) I
A'i6Li • A'iLL-.5 + ( A NGL2+T K AIL lKK 1 )
tNGLI • A N6LI 	 I K • f 3 	 1 ► 9M)
ANGL2•Av %.L?+xR •+S(N ► K M1
11 • Ta	 (ANGLl)
T2•TAN(At.GL2)
CALL	 S^LI F 	( 1 ► ^rxJrY^ ► Jl ► ulrU3 ► 1,T1rl,T^rO ► J.•Iti0)











"• I 1 — I
xx^ • 1	 C4L•(xlIll**2—r1I11++2112./G /C
^r^.^^al•xllll*r(11)
YYS•frAVZ(YYSPXXS)/xK
CJ	 11C	 I.1 ► `+
E•i./1.J5
1 C C	 CDr..TI"to
c = 1 .( 5*E
xx 1•ALuh1 1•+.5*E+SCAL*xt11+•2/G/r)/XK
L•b•( ► xl—rl)
YYI•YY5 +A 	 P -1.1/0
xx •E9-'(xK* Rxl ) + C0S( K( + r Yll-1.






IF	 (xP(11.,T.xlI1)	 G3	 TJ	 10G
Y(I)=q*S1N(.5*ANGL!
11C	 C	 I I wE
x3•x^(N9KK1
A•iLLPT(KK)*(xB—'A1)









-77-	 AL P,, y
'd , JR QUAU Y
YYS.ATA4Z(rYS,xXSI /xK









A 04GL • AN.L+ATAti2((L*YY — V+RX ), (V•XX+^ $YY) )
V•xx
V• YY
x 	 CZ	 .5•AKGLI
1 F	 p1I).lT.xlI)) G3 T3 i20
Y(I) n 4451 14( .5•ANGL !
13C CJN)INUt
C•V+CC
C-1 1 4 C I.1,MX
SO(I,K)•SC(I,<)+Q•Y(I)
1-G COooI 1`4uA





















IF (K.It.KTE2) GO T 
	 20
K1.3
K 2 - N Z + 2
1QC GO 200 I=2,Nx







- 7 —	 ORIGINAL P.%'—,
OF POOR QUAL.IN
IF IK.Lt . o 1) r,U Tv 1`,,i
+•KTEC
I.ITF11•i.11
0.	 ill ^.s n ri:
lF	 f; ► 1;,^I.^T..'1 G^	 1. 210
: F ilvll • 1r 4 +1).5T.0 L	 Iv(1-1rK 1).GT.JI	 1vlI,K1 n I^1
IF	 (lvli•1. < —) J.GT. .t • .IVIi-1.• — il.tj1.,,1	 Ivl1,K)•Iv1
21G C 1%T14LL
S•S^ILxrK)
I^ li. / xp• i /(T	 L1.1.t—	 IV(LI,K) n J
2?L CJ-%11'oLE
i^ c^^) I •lr"x
SC'( 1rMIJ= 3. 	 l ^Ullr i^lirrl -21)•Su(I.%Z)
SOl 1 ► M c) •K i y " • ),>l I ► ":1 • (1 - K Y ► • jGl Irm2 — ?1
• SCII,K1 1^
?3(- C)NTI'i E
ITE1("11 •M j	 ITtl	 ,•11—	 14 01T^1l".1—?1
ITF1I 4,1-1) • IT= 1( K I I)




^ U6 k' L T L'+E t )I I"
INITILL ESfI"ATE OF 4E000ED VJTE4T1AL
C „"m"N (3112(, p 2t,17) SCII-JvL71,E0(17), I	 1	 171,ITE1(17),I7F:II^I
4v1120J,AI(IC4),42112+)ra3112a1,:C1261 oil( %t),P^212o. ► i:(2t)ri(17)
C1117),C2(17),C3(171, ^4( 17),C:(17)oXC(17), X Z117)r)II(17)9Y	 ;71.I
?Z(17))YI!(17) rKSYPOrNK, hl,y1,KTE1rKTE2rISYr•SCoLrSCAL[,x<,O"tCtrALG
4N49Co,JA,FAAC rTrDA ► A0LAJE
T n 2. />i3OL
K r•NY.l
rIaNz* 3
DO 1C 1 n 1,129
UO 1G J= 1, 2t
DO 1C n n 1917
(,(I,JrK) n C.
1G CONT1vvi
M Z n 3
DO 30 I•[,NX
G9 20 K n KZr"Z
IF (I	 io-1 	L 	 1 GO TO ?0
GSI•S^11^1rK)—SCtI- 1rK)




- T	 _ 9
i
- 
7 4-	 on'c {, JAL F;t:.
OF POOR QUALITY
`^ • alll ► 	 ^I
^I • =11,1 • ,^
t.^^l ! 1
tt•c•/.ct• ^1•r••^•Y•• ^1/11T•r••^_^••[1••2•l2•r•r)••c)
rt•C. /^^•r•(1- ► ••j-r••21 /l 11 •t••j_ ► •t^l••:•l1.•i•r ► +•i)
F ti .r ► •rt ♦ rt•YA
H n 1. /rr
AZ•— rt•AZ1,1-r ► •r11K1
ol• — rr • YC(<) • rr • r1lK 1
<1
1'1•/^(0)•'trt.N
	 2• •r0Y• 1 ♦ r•r — r•r I
=•4• L IZIwt • r) )
FI1•t•t
FYZ.ti•FL[•i[
Fr1 n ► •F1,•ai
^rY
	 Yr• ► 1Z•l"1•d1•tA•txl)
FI Y..+•	 4x0Y x•FI10l A10A7• Ax•r0) )
FrR .^•H•Ikt• ►tx•F11•lA[•AI•Yx•Y)tl)
4•.^ ► r - ^ ► •-rr-^^•cx1
4 y	 rr-,r•Fr1	 1•FYZ




	 7 - CQ•rx-JMC,A•x9/C4(K)
u	 A• At •SA0Y)s'/FZI-i "tvA•VA /C4IKI
%	 A•r[( )•)A •(; ♦ D•YI(r)) /rZZ-0 EG4*rZC ^)/.YIK)





v	 vC Ilk •KI•nl
^C C	 TI u 
rcTL^
Ev;J
.^U -iFGUT I N F IjjN0
GFFINES THE r.)UNOAMr VALUES OF THE Vt LJCITY PL;TFNI i•lL
C'1'0 !'C , N b(124r2h ► 17),S(,(12 a• 17)PC- 6 17)91Vl12';P171 ► ITE1117) ► IT 2(171
1.4?(121)•AI(1Z 41•A2(1L4)1A3112S)9NC(2t)




3Z( 17) •YZi(.7) ► K SYti,Nxr-4Y,VZrKTEIPKTF2.ISYM,SCALP SCALZr
	 L'
41-n, Ce, )s,F IACh,T ► PA, A 9 L A ) E
(i)
Q p, .
 Ai — :
	 :S
—80— 	 OF POOR QUALITY
CJMMCN /CAL/ P1,P2,P3,8ETAP GR,RM ► OG,GM ► NS ► J1 ► Vlrwlrlk; ► J,,4t ► I;.r ► J,,r
1KG
C 0 M M 0 N /SWP/ G1(129,2e1 ► G211?J,2b),Sx(124	 SZ(11'•l ► Sxx(1291,Sa11::





poy K y +2
MZ•N1+3
Dx•i./Nx
T1 • 0	 DA


















DO 10 J n 1,MY
DJ 10 I . 10 1x
G1(I ► J) n G(1,J,1)


















IF (J.EO.KY) RmAMIN0 ( 1,IV(I,KM))
)I
T{	 ^ ti
+ , _	 OF POUR
	 " 4Q(JAl.iTy
..:,clf—r•`r_)+"cilia-••l•./a,^r^)ce^_)
1tr.rL) =,I I•J•^' 1•(/. +^vl — ^ *U',J)/^I(^yl
(1•JI = 	li •
	
•^'I•^.'l^ll•J• <ll— i(irJr<yl ►
( i •.• ► _	 (♦• JI ♦ 	 1^ , • I	 11 •y•^1 — J:1 I rJll
1•JI=	 1•J•^	 ► ••.•(	 l:rJrKl1— vl'•J•r" ► 1
' •
fl	 _
!lit =.11•'' ► •	 '^<
Ilrl •<^ 1=,I I•IP P'	 +L11r^• K L1 —vl I,'_rKh11
r'=,./..,}(t ♦## +r ) /(11 +xts^—v ••^)•#c•(C.•Y+r)••C1
v'=./.. • ralT— Y•• C—r••C1/1(i ♦ x•+1—r•+^)•*C ♦( ^•#YSr1}#C)
,( 
.rt•}.—^•/.+:^(II)—Jf•
	 Z 	 J)•JT










	 OF POOR QUALO-1






x • Z.	 (1)
Y • ^^(I,	 )+A	 j 1
Y	 L ( K) +AIA..%17 .•+M r, T•x *l—r•Y) /)K)
CFN•lT•x•r—r•Y)**2 +ll. +x*Y)++Z
1x n 2. /xKa,•( T +x • x+Y +Y 1 /JG'1
Y+=c./XK*Y•fT—x+k—Y +Y)/0EV
p 	 4 C I Y11
6L =— xx•Y1l <)+Yx•IL(KI
S•(f) n Q1(II•OC(I +1rK)—S^I1 - 1,K11
Slll) = Cil k 	SCII,{+1)—S0(I,K-11)
Gx=e1(I)•li(1+1,J,K1 — ulI - 1rJ,K1)
GY =01(J 1 • ( il I,j —I,K	 J	 K)1




l,08 sp *( x X*U — Y x* V )
V 'Id s r+*(laaYX+J*eZ) a 'J+IP	 Z 	 )+L+•
wJ•h*(l^•e1—G*YX)*U+(P*32— J*rX)*^)+P+=
^1 n .^*U1+.i*UJ
r+ l n .4 *.1+.1*+.J
DCl
 1)j K=KKrML
IS=ISIGA(1r2*("" Z —K) -1)





xX=Z./xK*X*(T+X *X+Y *Y)/OE N
YX=2./XK*Y ► (T — x*) — Y*Y1/DEN
Y1• Pe*(YC(K)+AIAN2(2. *X *Y,T+x *x-Y*Y)/XK)
G2(1,1)=61(I.1)
G1(I,1)9G( I,1,K)












i ? —	 ORIGINAL r.
	 . .








v1.aA +lYL1<1+:f Ati' (?.•.+Y ► I+c +X — r•'v) / xK )
Yx•2./•<•Y•lT— A+X — Y*YI/DE'4
P1=Ctil.)*LJS(Y11
G % l 1,J 1 •^ l l 1 rJ )
GIIrJr-J • 	J	 Ij +rX /C41KJ•(^*^1—^*^1)+Sxl?)^GYI/o:12)
G(1 ► ,,.0 l=?5YM.ut IrJ,K 1
NL = r —I
x =A^cvX!
Y=SCI 4 A	 +c: 1. )
Y	 A*( YLlKI+AIAN2(2.•x•Y,T +X*X- Y•Y) /1 K)
LE` =t ;+A*x—Y*Y)*+2+(2. tx +Y )••2
r*ll — A*x-Y•Y1/JEti
N = C:( K I • CC3	 11
GY • 	 l.Jl*lvlP•x,J-1 ► K)— v(Nx.J+1.'^1I
G1(MAoJJ=G(Mx.,.K)





G( Mx, .,K 1 =G("x, 2,K )+G(1 91,K ) — G (Nx, 2.K) *Z jYM
E • (IT. ?(K),KY,K 1— GIITE1(KI,KY, <1
GII,KY+I,<)=G(Mx,KY -1,K) —Et1SYr
GI Mx, 4Y +1,K)= 0(1.4Y - 1rK)+E*1SYM
G(Mx, <Y•K)=G(1,KY,K )+E*ISY`1
IF (1;*IT	 T.3	 CALL Yi.,EEP (K)
1JO C'3%T 1NLt














—b4— 	 OF POGR QUALITY
S l it 4OUIINE YSaEEP (K)
C	 THE EO(jaTIJNS FD k G AkE SJLvEU HEQE ,FIPC %`1I M Eu 5()dS1%1C
L	 Av-) SUPE • SJNI: FLJw ,eY Q)w ►)ELAKAT IDti # AND dY USING A
a r)TATEG DI = FtKtNCE SCHcME
CJMMCN ,(12492b ► 17),SC(129x17),EO(17)vIV(12 1;	 7),ITE.(l7),ITEZ(17
I ► AO(1e4sA 1(1?G) ► e2(1C y )oA3(129) ► BC(25l,11Z t) ► 37(:bl ► 3312t1 ► 11171
2 ► CI(i71,C21i719C3(17) ► ^41171,C51171 ► xC(171 ► x1117),xIZ(17),YC(:7)9r
3[(17),rZ1(17).rSY M t% A tAY,'+Z ► K Tk1, K fE29ISYM,SC AL, 3CAL [ ► xK ► OMEGa9ALP
4Ha,Ce ► ,^A9F"1ACi9T,PA9AHLA0E
COM"LN /:tL/ P19P?, P3,6cTA,FL9 F4tCG ► GM@^.S,U1,V19w19IppJw9<491i,J9,
1KG
CCMMU , V	 1291,2t)062(12902b)ISrl124l,Sl(124) ► SXx(12ti1 ► 5xZ(12







00 1C l= 11. 12
k, (I) -1.
kl(Il=1.










AC=T1*a1 ( I)*C: (K )
x=AC(1)
Y 2 S 0 1 K )+,30 ( J l
DEN=(T+x *x —Y*Y)**2+(2. *x *Y)**2
xx.2. /xK *x*(T+x *x +Y*Y)/DEN




at=— xx *YZ(-O +YZ *xZ(K)
E=H*AI
F=H *BZ
xxx- 2./XK*l(T+3.*x*x+Y*Y)*DtN-4.*x *x *(T +x*X+Y*Y)* *2)/DEN**2
YYY=4. /xK *x *Y*(DEN+2.*(T +x *A+Y*Y)*(T—>*x—Y *Y)) /DEN**2
aA-RO(I)*C5(K)




I • 	r o c	 r^L.6.*1 r.r 	LII -5 	,T-'E	 CCi
	
1= IFP.T^	 :^	 T•-	 J^^I::^^





rl.y.^.^_xx••! ► r,.c.•,r. ►
.syry ►
wl.^.r	 .^_^^+xx•yR+f i ► ♦ ^ ► r••i_xC••RyyyI
=e::._:lr.s.;;1
^^ = M^ i ) j	 • I Y• • ^ V 1
C)'.-^ +r ._^ it
= r i. a • ^^ x.
E.=—(4,a.1(-).ey•yll^ll
Gy=—lay >x/(•)— r ► *YZ(^ ►►







Y 	 F — .^S
y xV.r y*,+,Y•t— P•AX+;•EY





rY	 y•I+aRCZ — v *Ay
^Y^=^l •r — ^1xA+ 	 F 
C G 1	 1+1,JrL1 — v(I—i•J,L ►
;.^J=	 l irJ +1,L ► —vlII,J—il
Jr L +	 l— v1lI,J1
CGII=11+1, Jr L1—G(I ► J ,L ► — ul1,J,L)+G(I-1rJrl ► +e3(.II.1^•i
CGJJ= vl 1,J+ irL) — G( IrJ,L 	J,L)+G(I,J- 10L1—c31J1•^
1UG-t[=6(I,J 9L +11 — G( I ► J rl 	 J,L)+l=(Ir JrL -1)+C31o1•JvM
UIpIJ=;x(I . 1,J+1 ► L) — j	 I-1,J+lrl) — v(I • 1,J—I	 LI+v(I-1rJ—:rL)
G	 IB=G(I+1•JrL+1) — „11+I
	
J ► L-1r(I- 1r JrL +1 ► +GII-1rJ,1 -1)




	 ( I ) * G Y
4a•Gy
w? =GZ —	 I1*GY
V = VET +SA	 X *P/Z4(K)—CA•YX
1
Ij
"'	 ORIGINAL PACC ;9
OF POOR QUALITY
. n rr+CA* ► Ll<1•^L•(4+a•^Zl<11/;,^( R )
vJ=rxJ•u+YfJ•J+C•,
V7 n Vo-'- M Eja aD /^41 ^)
Ai=v1`lMAlr.	 '.-[	 a+(+J+e•v )11
F xx=;.•;.+ fXJ•"AJ+14.101
FfY=-ls.+Y y i yfJ+7fJ*IYJ
+r+^
lxY= — ^^7+YIJ +YtJ+1xJ•IYJ
fY1:(.4fri+6)*LYJ
^'i a A •v j+t x J • V i + L X J*wJ
3v=-3*u'0+YYJ*J0+ZYJ*«0
Fr=0*V^+F*a C.
CU=A•Ix— c* 4Y+YxJ*YXIi+YfJ*fXy+:*Yx»+ZAJ*ZXL+7YJ*lXV +.$iA»
1)V= — a*AY— r,*LX +YXJ+YY;,+1YJ+fiv +.*fY*+ZxJ*LYj+LYJ*ZYV+G+Lt.
C lid = rIJ*wA+fY j4'(,Y+;+%.z+LAj*Mx+ZYJ*PY+o*0Z
CL' n L,J • lax+ J'J+4Y* ►;V)+VC*l Y X U*rU +YXV • ^V +fxa•,« )+WJ*(l XU* 3'.+2 1► V* V+I
1»*^w)
CV
	 0'* 1 —Lt*'L + 4 A0 L4 	+VJ*( f f v* BU+Y'IV Y 3J+Y f w + ^'^I+ C + (ZYL Lt +LfV*cV+l
lY«*r ► 1
C« n Vt* (, A • i 1+:Y* 'V+01*L:» 1+ *	6U+PY* iV+^c *bwl
FY f =r Yf.1.--.11)
FYY=s Il)**7* rxx. FYY+Is1(I)•*2•r-U— C-.•^x(l)*^xt-2.*c1(1!•F1I•i.R'_t(
11) * cll)•FR^
FAY=FXY
	 xc- 3x ( 11•FXx
rY1=FYZ	 Fx7-51(1
	 Z 
LV =EV	 xlll•MJ—X1(11 *^»
UU n dv*!iv	 1






azl a ?.*(FX	 A% — UW






A =q C(i)*rr.f p	 AYT•AZTr).—^)(I))








C	 =3_vI	 I % I ^ • l,:D	 U- 7NIC	 J1%T	 St A- T:.L
Ir 1...„c.	 C' T,' ?l
^,r ► .Axx*2111
A 617 2 1” 1
Gr j =^t4.	 C
M =ARC













A rj	 Vw *ir
dvJL 	 x41.0—UJ)*AZII)
hYr
	 r*Uj - v) +^21J)
bIZ=(FIL	 *C? (l<
2xY=(Fxr«.J—UV)4(AB+AN)
bXL =(F/L*Co 4, .a) *(AC+AC)
:1YL a Fy L *U 	 V's1 «l6c+nC 1
A^.ee/Gu
Lr L TAG= it r *G 3I I+! YY*i GJJ+B ZL+OGKK+ X  sD  T J + YZ*DGJK+r aZ*(,G1<
OGII=G(I, J9LI — G(IM, J,L 	 II J,LI+G(I"MrJ,L)+A3(11+JGI
LGJJ=G( 1,J ► LI- G(Ir J - 1,LI —G(I,J—l,l)+^1(1.J—L)—e3(J)*CGJ
GGKK n vl1,J ► L)—G(I.J,L-11 —G(1rJ.L — iI+G	 I ► J)+C3IK)*0GK
CGIJ n II, 19 L)—G(Iy ► J,LI—G(I,J-1,L)+G(iy9J-1,L1
C;1 1(	 itJ.L) - hlIrJ,L - 11 - G(1MrJrL1+G( IMvJ ► L-1)
DGJK n G(itJ.L)—G(I,JrL-1)—G(1 ► J—l,l) +G(I,J -1,L - 1)
GS5=ra.x*LC1i*AYY*OGJJ+All*DGKK+AXY* :)UIJ+AYZ*O JK+AXZ*CGIK
=.5	 1.1 «(AXX+Axz+Axr +AxZ)
P p = AG*:ix x—I 1 .—S I 1 *d
t=- 4^* ldxx+ hxk ♦ v2+1c'YY+ 3Z1)1+( A.^ - 1.)+(2.•l4Xx+AYY+aIZ)+Gxr+ArL+AxZ
1)
k=(A0-1.)*GSS +A] *GELTAG+^
4 U CC^i T I N U E







URIGIrml. PA ,—' . I
—of— 	 OF POOR QUALITY
•t•v—Atl•l^„II,J-11—G11.J-1,^1)—nIT+IG1l1.J1—G(I,J,L-1) ►
kM.c^.a;511)







(.v • 1 .
1•I3
DJ	 AC	 " n I1•I3
GM.,;M+a^^(CG1




P, G • M
7C CJ^411 4UE
G2(I ► J)= C1(I ,J)
G1(I,J)=G(I ► J ► L ►




IF	 lJ	 Y ► 	 ?1,-0C,110
q  CJNTIN	 c
IF	 ( I?.;,I. I T E 2	 I3=ITE2(K )
I r-	 ( ITF2( K )	 .EQ.Mx1	 I3 =Lx
C7	 1)J	 1•I.•I3
LV n IA3	 1—IA-jS(IV(I,K)) ►
kJlI) n &MIN)(LV,I1BS(IVlI,K11)
)3 1(	 I) n LV
'	 10C C7'VTLAUE
r GO	 TC	 2u
11C C3NTINUE	 }
I=Lx+1
10 • NX+2 — I3	 {
IF	 (K.GT.KTE1)	 GC	 TO	 130
00	 120	 1 • IJ,13	 I
X•A0(I)
Y•SOII,K)
OFh n (T+x *X—Y*Y)* *2 +(2. *K *Y)**2
F xx =2. /X'(*X*(T+x *X +Y*Y)/DEN






BZ n — XX*YZ(K)+YX *XZ(K)
A•RU(I) *CS(K)
Y1• YCIKI+ATAN2(2.*X*Y,T+x*X-Y*Y)/KK
Lva-^ i i is	 i►^	 z y r
ORIGINAL NIA .






FYY . h+r•( Yl• YIt 	 1+16701Z+XA+X9I1+1.—^C(II
0- 1 [ 8 1 • -4• ( , 4 0 X , + ► l Z • lAI AZ+YA•YX ►► +.. —^C11)




c Y l. y •r c 1 • it
ax.FX/—, ►	 x1




+:1•xx .Se4Y9•u /t4(<)-0`+FSi•Yx /C4(K)
. n Cil<) + L	 +CA	 Z("1+Sn +l^+P•Y1(1) )/C 	 t •YZl{)/C^(< ►
GlI ► 1 Y+1• LI=,(IrKY — I. L) + 11X*J+AY 	 AZ•w)/(nY	 ll<YI)
121 C7wT1	 E
I 
IF ( I ;. y c.I T F i (<) ) G0 T7 1 3.,
n 3113,<Y,LI —„(10 KY,L1
cCIL)=:J(L)+-13•(t —EJ(L)t
130 C :N I :'rut
IF II.Lc.I1) 4FTUkN
I=I - 1
IF llvl.,^ ► .M1	 D 7  1 C
14C, CATiWU
M =vX+Z — I
C ( I,KY+1.L) n G( N ► KY-1. L 
ILA I KY+.,L ► = Vl IrKY - 1,L1+E
G2l",KY)=G1(M•KY)




CALC JLATt> SU- FACt VELJCITY ANC P k E 5 5 u 4 E CJLFFICIFNT
LIMN:V	 12 ► ?t ► 17),SLl12?,171 ► EO(17)rIV(12 Q r1 7 1,ITt1111)r1T	 1')
1,s0f12i1,A111? 4 1, A 2(12 I,A3(12ti),p(.I2b),A1(20),a2(20)•^a(2t) ► Z1171
2.C11 17 	 C2(i71,C3(i7), C4(17), C5(17)rxC(1 7 1r r Z(17).All(,7)rfL 17) ► Y











CJ 1C I =I, :, Ice
a s AC I )
L B	 PIN
Yx•z./xt*1*lT-	 tti
F ►••xKSK,.Y K# Y ►
H- J.
I F 11/li, K l.hc01) H-1./FN
5 1-	 K) +yx*x1(K)
;><=ell iJ *^^I






D61•^1: +1,J,L1— G(I- I,JrL)
D,oJ•v(I,J+1,L)-v(I,J-1rL)
DGK•GfIrJ,L+II-)(IrJ,I -1)
1,-A 1 (l)*Da.+S K *91 ( J) *LGJ+C A* x x+;A*Y K* b) /C4 (K )
V•—dl(J)*DGJ+:A*xx*C,/C4(K)—CA*Yx
W IP C1 (-O • VGK+St 4 91(J )*LGJ+CA*xZ(K)+Sn • () .a * Y Z ( 4, ) )/C4(K )
u08H4(XK *(J—YX *V)
VO•M•ll^ *YK+G*t•Z)*U+tP*Kx+psP2lsVl+O«.
wJ•H*((P•pT_—J*Yx)*U +IP•^1— ^*xx) *V1•^•w
S V ( II	 I G'v(SGKTIGC),tJ)




















 JL-1I', t CAL,:(	 ( 11, I  r A • S, C,^ "ACh)
u L.TS %o0 .:T
	 L I ► :Tk w VAL	 TIE IA^^c
JI"E+Si5 ;+ <.):1=(!1, L1	 x(11, 1111.
^A T a It j L)E / 104
 , ! •4 + 	 1p4L:/
lw^ 1T.c
w^IT	 Tr _1
fJE	 t;l IT I
A"AK • ).
C14MAta;,t
cD y l r•,,.
i:'J ^)	 i•l1rIL
d A A A A A r l l A 1 4 1 t n) l r l 1 1 ► !
ZO COt.A9a ; MG x,	 wAK r^(I 11
0C •.J 1.11.1
X	 AC•F.IE^•a(! 1
K	 x ls^i ^ 1K (11 ► .^:.
LINF(K11•KJt!c(1)
K?.41
L I N t	 21 • K33c 3)
K3 •M I'I	 3,4^1
IF 1 K 3. -it .1 ► -30 1  3^
r3.1.
Gj T J 4J
30 LI%I- I i1 s o( Jr)tCi
40 K4. 1
JJ•J
w-ITE (lwPIT9%) KFwAC ► r(I),JJ,LINE
LI%E(K11 n K JOE (11
L1NE(K11 • K10 i.- 1 ►
LI 14F IK31 • K00E( 11




CO FORMAT 11X, /,3Xr3H X/C
 











5Jd J JJTI*vt 4PicC (KI
C	 IoiE S O teu 4% 1) THt	 "A(. wmot ro AaE CuraurE^ A l F AC-4 Cwt
L	 OCINI , T ►+EV r H E " ACM 4u m aEois A 9 E wwl T Tcv J . IHF Ct T 3 UI
(,
	
12r ► 4tr l9)9 3'0124,i71,c0(171,IV(124r17)o17t1 1471.ifE?1:71
1 ► A^(11 r1 ► A 1( 1? G),Ai( 12.1,A3(12;I, G hI,,2I2-)1,-i*?(2!,1 ► 11i7)
ZrCll:7),C.2(17),C3(171 ► :+117).C7(171 ► X.(171rX1117l,xZZ(17)rYC(.7).v
31(171.x1[ 1171, h^r M rHx. VY. vj, • TE1, KTc2r ISrMr.,;^l ► ^;,Allrr <ru''tt.^,^l-
4HArCA ► SA.F`1AC ►-,Tr0APAPLADE
UTAEN Ij .v Ij124)
(. 1 . 1. /^- v,AC-4	 4).2
A • C ; (K )
Imo.•..
^Y..r.;
. o ITE (:rill
. w ITc ltr 4 Z 	CH
JJ Zj I.11,i2
CSI•))ll•!r^)— S^lI - 1,K1
GSK•SJ( ►► K•l)—S^(I ► K-11
)x•A:l:)•^iI
i1=CII K )• i K
C7 1	 r
Y•SC(Ir()•3CIJ1




IF	 IF-t.,T..:e: —C4) 	 H•I. /F-(
A7•—XA•xl(KI— YXsrZ(K)





GGJ•Gli,,► •1,K1—GI1,J-1 ► K1
DGK • G( I	 K•1)—C(I.J ► K-1)
Gx • Al(Ii *DG I
GY•-61(J)•)(;J
U=GX—SX•GY•CA•XX+)A*Y)•P/C4(K)
1.- V•(iY+SA• ) X•P /C 4 (K)—C A• Y X






ORIG INAL ' . .. .
-93—
	
OF POOR QUALI 1'Y
iSlJ1•S^pT( ^/ l^1 -0.2.1^-2.•J^EGe•H•lrx•^+^^•V1)1)•I^iC.
10 CJNTINke




3C F Ow M A T ( 1H1 )
40 FORMAT ll!+ ►4 011NTOUT OF S P EED ► /,13H	 FMACH
50 F OR MA T 124 15 1
END
SUboDuTINF FO R CF 1I1. 12rx9fPCP P A L . CHURD , r " PC L, CD PC P.XKprKpZIpRAI
C	 CALCULATES NcCTION FJIw CE CJEFFI Z IENTS
DIMEw,I:;N r(l), r ( 1) ► xK(1) ► YKlll, CP(1)
WAD•51.2457P









YA n .;•(r(I +1 )+Y(I))
CP,%-.5•(CP(I+1)+C?(I))
Dx•Ux • CJS(?A • YA)+xK(I)$SIN ( PA•YA)•DY
Gr•Dr•(1.+rK(1)•SIN(PA•tA)002/ZI)
















$'	 ?UIINE T;TFO: (KTF1 rKTEcrC H 	 %	 L	 C
1h	 Yr PA P AALACc)
C	 C •	 TC IAL FO & CE CL)EFfICIkNTS












LI . Ot+I1. — PA) • l1(-i +1)-1 A	 2.
A7 %I +(1	 (K+11+Z1K) 1 /2,
CL • CL+LJZ • I.CL(K+1)*CmuKL)(<+ ♦1+ SCL( K 1 *CHORC( K 1 1
Cl • CD+JL*IS:D( +1)*CHCaD(K+.1+SCD(K) *CHURDIK.)
C4 p n CM P +01*lC404C(<+l)*ISCM(K+1)*C 64 ,]00(K+1I — SCL( K +1) +X CI K+ l l)+CHC^
1G(n)*(SCMIKI*CNJkO(Ki—SCl(KI*zCcw111
C"+R•C Mk. c1tG1.(SCl(n+l) « C ►+CKD( K +1)+SCLIK)*Cil:kGl K l )





C y K • (r(" w +C lk ) / (S*SPAN)




HALVES 41 SH SIZE
C7MMON G(12gr21^917)rSC(129ri7)rrU(17)rIV(12Qr17)r1TC1(17)rITt2(17)
IPA01129)rAI(1?9)re2(124)rA3112(;) r00 (2619-4 1126)r12(25)r83(26)01(17)
2rC1(171rL2(17)rC3(171 ► C4(17)rC5(1 7 ) r X : 17)rAZ1171rAll117)rYC(17)9t
3Z(17),YIZ(17) , K SY 4p NXrNY ► NZ,K TE1rKTE2rISyMPJCALPSC1'L1rKKr0McoQrALF


















f	 20 GIII.JJ, K)•,^llr.► ,K)
I•I-1
II•I1—t
1	 I	 G 	 G	 T 	 2
j 	 J—^
IF	 (J.^,T	 G^	 TC	 10
CC	 1C	 J-i,s(Y.2
01	 3C	 I-[,'^Yr2
30 G(I•J9 K )-.5	 I.lrJrK ► +II—I.JrW,
DJ	 51	 1	 1•MX
D(	 43	 1 =c.r11Y.2
4G G( 1,J ,K1-.50(i(I.J+1,h)•G(I ► J—I,'(ll
50 G(I,Mr,K) n J.
cO CONTINUE
M Z" -1•Z v
MZST=MZ
70 CONTINUE
01	 d.	 J • 1 0 1Y
OG	 80	 I .1 ► Ix
rC GII,Jr"ZST)=G(I,J,MZ
I F	 (r1ST.C'0.i)	 GC	 T7	 100
MZ5T-MZ3'1—I
Otl	 91	 J•I,MY
DI	 4C	 I . 1, Mx
9C 1-j(I,J,11L;,11-J.`.•l3(1rJr`11"")+G(I.,^, "Z"+ - 1))
MZM n "'L 0 -1







IF	 (K.LT.-(TE1•C'R•K.GT.KrE2)	 13	 TJ	 12i
1IsITE1(K)




S I - A 1 ( I ) * 0 S I
SZ-CI(K)•DSK
DGI-G(I+1,KY,K)—G(I-1,KY,K)








Y•^'„1 1 r^ 1
r=1/A




F 1; • ^°-
Frr=.•,.1f	 r..F^j•1..1• Z ♦ x	 xl)•:.-
-








v=F%f—) ► • ► rx—^j^ rK^
AY n FY(--)af=xr—^Z•FYZ
=:.11I1« %;,,._e•9x+	 0Yv•v /.4(KI—:'+f ;4•Y^/^^(^!
	




	 `1c',A X I /C4( K 1
110 G(Ir1r•1,<)=.,(I•KY- :,•)+tAA •J+AY•V.AZ•.)/(;Y•c1lKY))
E^(K)=	 Y,K)—GI11,Kf..c!
I=11
120 1 = 1-1
r =V
IF (I	 1,<1.+c.11 GJ I  130
G=rte(" 1
Cl'", 4 r+lp	 I ► KY - 1,K)+t
i	 -1) G 	 TJ 14^
C(1,Kr,K!=.`^^(I,KY,K—i) ♦ .2D•(G(I,KYrK+l l•llh,KY ► K ♦ I1!
IF (1V(I, K +iI.LT•I	 v(: ► KY,K)=. 5•GII, KY, < +i1+.2 _`•(c1I,<Y,1 - :)+vl "r
1K Y,K-1))
-(M ► KY,Kl =GfIrKY,<)
Gl IrKY -1,K 	 K r, Kl+vl 1,KY-?, K) )
C,( M. <Y- 1,1,	 G("rKY,<1 ♦ u( M ,KY - '.K) )






- Q.7- nF POUR c.
Stj.4	 iiIL%c	 _ E LI	 Fr,FV	 (.•YVr"	 i_lr^.''.; ► :)
Cl'oiC 3 LIti ► 	FIT.I T -+	 ^ • =SGRiaEO	 t'U ,:	 .-jITIL^C
:. I ME 'is LjN	 ,(1)r	 rill	 1 ► 	 ~) 4 1.10 F	 3 (i)










G"	 1 C	 64
5C u• -1.










v = I c.—u)+L).)
V=ti.«OF+CS+V
GO I	 2)	 1LC.11Cri2U















ORIGINAL, Pte: ,: ;g
OF POOR QUALITY














J = J •K
OS =^cJJ — ^cI)
U•FPP(J)
F P P P ( J	 S 	 JI—OS•]S•(J VI/lz.l
v=u
IF	 17Jo1AG,17G
16C C 11 NTIN E
ETl,xN
E%D
SUBRCJT1 N t I NTPL ( M'• NI,SI^FI^`^^N>;iF^Fr,FP^^Fr^PVrh]LE)
C	 1`+TEwPC.LATIi 	 GF CLbIC	 LINF dY TtYLCR S	 I E 3






D = S (N)	 ( I )
IF l0 # l^il'^I) — SIIMI)1) 10^^;.,?^
10 MIN=NI
NIN=M1
20 KI= IAdSIN1N — MIL )










IF (1 —r•l	 i 3 
9C J=I
I=1—K
5 S SS-51 I )
F PPPr.;; • (F.+P
	 J) — S (1 1 1
F FaFRPr( I) ♦.27+ S,i*FPPFP
FF•F00 11• S+FF/3•
FF•FP(.1•. 0 ) *rF
F Il Il ► = ► l 1 ► +,i+FF
I  ( I I — '+ltil t ,.G,';t0)
1 C C C)NTI`+t,^
aFTU
E01J
SU9k3JIi'•F 114EED (iPLJT,SVP)M,C p ,	 1'rTI'l_,OC•ulriJNt ► 	 r:1EV0CMJ
1 w .JG, x )^ A L. -1 SCAL )
C	 GFNEorAIt	 T-4i; -E CIMENSIJNAL CALZ g M P PL IT	 14 C 	 Scv^
C7 MM U	 12 o,26,171,S:.( 1?ar17), E0(17),Iv(12 y ,171,II I(171•ITE2(17l
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